Instructions: Take a picture with the items that match these clues in the galleries at the Oklahoma History Center. With parental permission, post them to social media. You can also tag us! #okhistory #okhistorycenter

Inasmuch Gallery
1. Invented in Oklahoma City in 1935
2. Taking a trip from Oklahoma City to Tulsa
3. Welcome to Sonic! May I take your order?
4. The Oklahoma River is my favorite adventure

ONEOK, Inc. Gallery
1. “Thunderbirds”
2. Sequoyah’s invention
3. This object is for moving your things or your children
4. Looking to the stars from the plains

E.L. & Thelma Gaylord Gallery
1. For this mission, you’re the pilot
2. Leaving home

Kerr-McGee Gallery
1. 1830s cruise selfie
2. Sit-in group selfie
3. Where’s Rumble?
4. Getting Gas, 1950s style

Sam Noble Gallery
1. Historic road trip group selfie
2. Dinner time!
3. Tattoos on the ranch
4. You’re on stage

Outdoor Exhibits (Please do NOT climb on the outdoor exhibits!)
1. The original is in Philadelphia
2. Unconquered (please don’t climb on me!)